Feature recognition has been a weak link in most implementations of integrated CAD/CAM systems for machining. A method called Backward Growing was recently suggested as a simple, but effective means to recognize machining features from the boundary representation (brep) of a designed part. The method promises, through its simplicity, to be applicable to many varieties of machined shapes. However, it has some drawbacks which create difficulties in making intelligent decisions about machining of shapes. In this work, we deal with two such difficulties, and propose a methodology of solving them. We also present some of the work done in implementing an enhanced version of backward growing as a functional part of an open-architecture system for process planning called OSCAP.
Background
This paper deals with feature based systems for discrete, prismatic part machining. The need of feature recognition in this domain is a manifestation of the process planners' problem of determination of manufacturing features from the design specifications of a part. Many researchers have searched for geometric algorithms which will help in this transformation of the design geometry into a set of manufacturing features. Some researchers have suggested the use of manufacturing features to generate the design of parts [Cutkosky 90 ]. However, there are a few arguments in favor of separating design specification from manufacturing planning. Foremost among these is that of design ease. For instance, it is easy for a designer to specify protrusion features (such as a boss) than to convert in terms of the corresponding machining volumes. Secondly, most manufacturers are already using CAD systems to specify designs; for such manufacturers, automatic process planning can be applied directly to existing CAD models via feature recognition. Thirdly, the concept of manufacturing features usually supposes a direct mapping between each feature type and its associated machining process. Feature recognition, however, will provide possible alternative geometrical interpretations of the same design geometry. This could prove beneficial in a job shop with limited resources in terms of finding optimal process plans. Various approaches have been proposed for feature recognition for machining. In an early work, Woo [Woo 82] proposed an alternating sum of volumes approach which grew the designed part shape to its convex hull. This elegant method had algorithmic problems in dealing with many shapes. Later, Kim [Kim 92] proposed an enhancement to Woo's algorithms and was able to handle much larger set of shapes. The method provides a mapping from the part geometry to an equivalent DSG (destructive solid geometry) tree. The nodes of the DSG, however, are not based on manufacturable shapes in general. Many graph based approaches to feature recognition have been proposed. The general idea here is to match the graph formed by the face-edge connectivity of the part against similar graphs of individually defined manufacturing feature primitives, since each manufacturing feature instance on the part would be some sub-graph of the part's graph matching the graph of the primitive. Joshi et al [Joshi 88] proposed an attributed adjacency graph approach which beautifully reduced the computational complexity of this graph matching. The process had limitations in terms of the shapes it could recognize. In another interesting approach utilizing graph theory, Gavankar [Gavankar 95 ] proposed a two stage process: in the first stage, the face-edge graph is used to decompose the solid into holes and pockets. The next stage would further classify the extracted shapes into manufacturing features. The issue of actual machinability of recognized features was not discussed. In a related work, Karinthi et al [Karinthi 91 ] described an algebra which could manipulate simple feature primitives and their combinations. The approach was interesting since it provided a formal methodology to systematically consider combinations or subsets of individual shapes in order to come up with feature definitions which may be useful in a given context. Gupta et al [Gupta 95 ] continued this work by recognizing the importance of being able to generate machinable shapes, or Material Removal Shape Element Volumes (MRSEVs.) They use some geometric algorithms to extract alternate interpretations of a part, where each interpretation is a set of MRSEVs. Another recent approach was to use hint's from the design to recognize feature instances. They use AI techniques to evaluate alternative feature instances which can represent a given design [Vandenbrande 93 ]. Wang [Wang 90, Wang 93 ] proposed a backward growing methodology which presented some nice properties. The method is simple and efficient. It ensures growth of the designed part into a rectangular box cover. It works directly from a boundary representation of the part, and grows to a covering box which has its faces parallel to the part coordinate frame axis. The method first classifies the faces on the brep into slant, cylindrical, or orthogonal. Slant faces are those which are not parallel to any of the Cartesian axes of part coordinate frame. The backward growing takes place in three steps: first, the part's cylindrical faces are eliminated ( filled up) by addition of removal volumes containing cylindrical faces. Wang used cylinders, fillets, and rounds in his implementation. The next step eliminates the slant faces by growing features which then leave the solid with purely orthogonal faces. The volume used for this is a wedge. Finally, using some heuristics, the orhtogonalised, semi-grown workpiece is grow to a rectangular stock by successive addition of rectangular solid volumes, called steps, slots or pockets, depending on which faces of the feature are present in the final part (such faces are called machined faces). Wang has proposed some heuristics for the sequence in which faces are selected for the growing process, This is the Pre-Published Version which basically tend to build the part from 'inside out,' which may provide some help in sequencing of the machining operations.
Problem Description
There are distinct advantages to the backward growing process of Wang. It is simple and efficient. Also, it can ensure growing the part shape to an enclosing rectangular solid, which is convenient from a job shop point of view, where rectangular stocks can be easily generated. It is usually more convenient to fixture a part being machined from a rectangular stock. These advantages distinguish backward growing from, say, the ASV approach. We note in passing that the problem of determining which shape to grow back to is non trivial. In many instances, the part needs to be machined from a semi-finished stock, or even a formed part or casting. These are valid exceptions to the application of this methodology. Even in situations where we machine the part from a rectangular stock, the selection of this stock is non-trivial. We shall examine this problem in order to improve on backward growing as a powerful methodology. One motivation of this research is that backward growing process is very sensitive to the initial orientation of the designed part. This is due to the fact that every non-orthogonal face is identified first, and eliminated by growing wedge features from it. Take, for instance, the extreme example in figure 1 where the method obviously recognizes more features than necessary. Thus the initial orientation of the part could play an important role in the stock size, and the material removal volumes. From a purely material removal point of view, this suggests finding a minimum enclosing box around the part, which can then be used to determine the optimal orientation of the part to be used for backward growing. However, it not necessarily true that growing to the minimum box will provide the best decomposition for a given part. Figure  2 shows an example where growing to the minimum box reduces material removal, but can increase other costs --due to an increased number of separate machining features potentially leading to different tooling, setup and fixturing costs. While the above two problems are those of optimality, there is a bigger problem of feasibility in ordinary output from backward growing. Due to the growing heuristics used, the rectangular volumes recognized by backward growing often tend to be shapes which are difficult, if not impossible to machine. These problems were touched upon in [Chamberlain 93] . Figure 3 shows an example. Here, it is not possible to machine, say, volume 1 completely without making the tool encroach upon volume 4 (assuming that the tool is an end mill, approaching from +Z direction.) It is thus essential to map the set of removal volumes suggested by backward growing into a new set of equivalent set of manufacturing features, each of which is easily machinable on, say, a 3-axis CNC machining center. The need for such operations has been recognized before by Chang [see Chang 90 for a discussion on feature refinement], Nau et al in Maryland [Karinthi 91, Gupta 94] , and Requicha's group [Vandenbrande 93 ].
Approach
The first problem studied in this work is that of determination of the initial orientation of the part design. As mentioned before, this directly influences the volumes recognized by backward growing. The alternative explored by this method is the minimum covering box. The minimum enclosing box problem for arbitrary shapes is a difficult one. This work was restricted to finding the minimum enclosing box for arbitrary polyhedral shaped parts. Thus this algorithm is better applied not as a preprocessor, but as an intermediate stage of backward growing, after the cylindrical surfaces have been eliminated. Alternatively, we can use a polyhedral solid modeler and get a close approximation to the minimum box.
The Optimal Rectangular Stock
The implementation of the minimum box uses a small modification of the method of rotating calipers suggested by O'Rourke [O'Rourke 85]. The convex hull of the given polyhedron is first determined using the qhull program [QHULL 93]. We have also implemented an extension of O'Rourke's method of double rotating calipers which can determine the minimum enclosing box of the convex hull (which is clearly the minimum enclosing box of the solid.) A coordinate transformation is then applied to the part design so as to align the orientations of its original coordinate frame with a right handed frame made by three mutually perpendicular edges of the minimum box. It is, of course, not guaranteed that the orientation of the minimum box will yield the best possible set of removal volumes in terms of later setup planning (figure 2.)
We therefore split the backward growing process into two steps as follows:
Grow to Polyhedron Compute Minimum Enclosing Box
Grow to Stock ..
The second phase, Grow to Stock, is applied possibly to two alternative orientations for a part (possibly, since in many practical cases, the two orientations coincide.) There may be other orientations which could yield better process plans, and we are working on identifying any geometric properties which can be used to generate these alternative. One possibility is to use the axis of the various features with circular faces as directions parallel to the orthogonal axes. The decision of which of these two interpretations of the grown part is better is made during the setup and fixture planning stage. Before that, both interpretations are mapped to manufacturing features by applying some geometric heuristics to combine different recognized removal volumes to form machining features. This is a very important step in process planning since it yields shapes which can be machined by using optimal cutting tools and parameters. In particular, we have implemented a versatile pocket machining algorithm which can plan the cutter and cutter path for reasonably complex shapes. The pocket machining routines are described in more detail in the next section. The powerful pocket cutting routines are important, since they simplify the job of removal volume manipulations. At this point, we use human interaction to perform the feature mapping operations. An automated feature mapping module is currently being developed to perform this task. This module uses geometric algorithms based on some heuristics which allow for optimal use of our powerful pocket machining module. One simple heuristic merges two features which share the bottom plane (defined using the approach direction specified from backward growing) and have one side face which contains, or is contained in a side face of the other. An example is shown in figure 4 . More sophisticated rules are needed to provide various possibilities in complex parts, especially when some interpretations may require downstream process planning information to make decisions, as in the example of figure 6. In one case, two separate features are recognized; alternatively, one could use the heuristic of figure 4 to merge them into a single pocket. Whether it is better to recognize these two volumes or not depends on the actual geometric parameters as well as the tool sizes available. Work is continuing to recognize many such issues and determine methods to tackle them in an integrated process planning system described in a following section.
Pocket Machining
As can be seen from the examples above, the shape of pockets can be quite complex. This section describes the motivation and implementation of the pocket machining methods. For our purposes, a pocket is defined as a 3-dimensional shape, bounded above and below by planes normal to the machine tool approach direction. Thus a pocket has constant, single depth. The outer profile of the pocket is single, simply connected profile with each segment as a line or an arc. The pocket can contain an arbitrary number of non-intersecting islands, each island being described with the same geometrical entity types as the outer profile. Further, any subset of the edges composing the pocket profile can be either virtual, or solid. A virtual edge is one that can be violated by the tool as shown in figure 6 . Finally, the pocket machining algorithms allow the user to specify a finite, non-zero, fillet radius with every pair of concavely connected, solid edges of the pocket. Two edges are determined to be concave if the angle between their inward pointing normals at the common vertex is less than 180º. Inward pointing refers to the direction which sends an infinitesimal ray into that part of the pocket which shall be machined away.
pocket virtual face solid face Figure 6 . Different face types on pocket boundaries (for part in figure 3 )
The pocket machining algorithm is an extension of the work of Bala et al [Bala 91 ]. The interested reader will also benefit, like the author, from the excellent work on pocket machining by Held [Held 91 ]. The method works in the following steps: First, the distance between every pair of solid edges is determined. This is then used to determine the maximum sized milling tool that could be used to perform the rough cutting operation. The finishing cutter size is determined to be the minimum of the defined fillet radius values specified for the pocket profile. If no fillet radius is defined, the same tool is used for the finish cut. It is well known that determination of the pocket milling operation requires computing the offset surface to the profile of the pocket. Due to the flexibility of the definition of pockets, the offset profile of the pocket is different from one generated directly. This is due to the difference in machining of solid edges and the virtual edges. We select the tool center of an end mill to travel along a virtual edge, while it only moves along a locus offset by the tool radius off the solid edges, as seen in figure 7 .
tool motion tool center moves ON the virtual face tool center moves along offset of solid face Once this offset geometry is determined or the pocket, the zigzag milling location points are easily determined for optimal tool travel time using well known heuristics [Bala 91, Held 91] .
System Architecture
The research described above is a part of an integrate process planning system under development, called OSCAP (Open Architecture System for Computer Aided Process Planning). The idea of OSCAP is to develop a process planner which can easily be expanded or shrunk in terms of the functions it provides to its user. Figure 8 shows the overall structure of OSCAP. Each module attached to the OSCAP core provides some functions about which the core maintains information. When any module requires some function, it requests this service from the core, which in turn can use any of the other modules to provide the required function. If the function is unavailable, the core can resort to human interaction to derive solutions. All information is exchanged between modules in STEP compliant format.
Interpreter In particular, the modules which have been discussed in this paper are two of the many modules of the system. The solid modeler we use for OSCAP is ProEngineer™. The fixture and setup planners are adapted from earlier research work by the author [Joneja 94], which can generate setup and fixture plans using either a vise or modular fixtures, for prismatic parts. Figure 9 shows the architecture of the modules described in this paper. 
Conclusions
We have described a promising approach to solving a long standing problem in automatic process planning --feature recognition. This approach, called backward growing, has intuitive appeal. However, it has some technological problems which can lead to inefficiencies in machining, or even infeasibility of machining planning. In this paper, geometric algorithms are used to improve on the backward growing process. The first stage modifies the backward growing by introducing a minimum enclosing box determination step before the recognition of polyhedral removal volumes. This ensures that the volume of material to be removed is lowest, given the restriction of rectangular stock shape. Secondly, a versatile pocket machining algorithm is developed which can optimally machine a wide variety of shapes that fall within our broad definition of a machining pocket. This allows us much freedom in combining the restrictive removal volumes provided by backward growing into meaningful pockets that can be easily and optimally machined. some of the ideas used in this combination process are also presented in the paper. The methodology adopted in this research will provide lower machining times, and therefore higher utilization of machining centers for fabricating complex parts. Further, the methods presented are generic, and are being extended to incorporate even broader classes of shapes. One of the extension under progress will allow the edge definition for pocket profiles to be in the form of NURBS (non-uniform rational b-splines). There have been some very successful implementations of NURBS based pocket machining. This work will allow arbitrary shaped features to be included in the design of machined parts. Potential applications range from die manufacturing to more common job-shop parts.
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